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Abstract—Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) techniques, such as persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) or SAR tomography (TomoSAR), deliver three-dimensional (3-D) point clouds of the scatters’ positions together with their motion information relative to a reference point. Due to the SAR side-looking geometry, minimum of two point clouds from cross-heading orbits, i.e., ascending and descending, are required to achieve a complete monitoring over an urban area. However, these two point clouds are usually not coregistered due to their different reference points with unknown 3-D positions. In general, no exact identical points from the same physical object can be found in such two point clouds. This article describes a robust algorithm for fusing such two point clouds of urban areas. The contribution of this paper is finding the theoretically exact point correspondence, which is the end positions of façades, where the two point clouds close. We explicitly define this algorithm as “L-shape detection and matching,” in this paper, because the façades commonly appear as L-shapes in InSAR point cloud. This algorithm introduces a few important features for a reliable result, including point density estimation using adaptive directional window for better façade points detection and L-shape extraction using weighed Hough transform. The algorithm is fully automatic. Its accuracy is evaluated using simulated data. Furthermore, the proposed method is applied on two TomoSAR point clouds over Berlin with ascending and descending geometry. The result is compared with the first PSI point cloud fusion method (S. Gernhardt and R. Bamler, “Deformation monitoring of single buildings using meter-resolution SAR data in PSI,” ISPRS J. Photogramm. Remote Sens., vol. 73, pp. 68–79, 2012.) for urban area. Submeter consistency is achieved.

Index Terms—Point cloud fusion, SAR tomography (TomoSAR), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), TerraSAR-X.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. TomoSAR

TOMOGRAPHIC SAR inversion (TomoSAR) [2]–[6] is an interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) technique that tracks down the long-term or partially coherent pixels in a stack of coregistered SAR images, which is similar to other InSAR techniques such as persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) [7]–[10], small baseline subset (SBAS) [11]–[13], SqueeSAR [14], [15], and CEASAR [16]. They all aim at retrieving the three-dimensional (3-D) position and the parameters of the undergoing motion of point and/or volumetric scatterers.

However, fundamentally different, TomoSAR exploits possible multiple scatterers in the third dimension elevation of a rang-azimuth pixel—a phenomenon called layover in radar jargon that happens when two or more scatterers are at the same range (distance) to the sensor. For example, the closely packed vertical structures in urban areas cause severe layover. TomoSAR retrieves the elevations and motion parameters of multiple scatterers by means of spectral estimation. This is not possible with the above-mentioned single scatterer model-based methods, e.g., PSI. Therefore, TomoSAR is so far the most competent InSAR method for long-term urban monitoring [17].

Therefore, the 3-D TomoSAR point clouds derived from meter-resolution SAR image stacks are the basis of the work of this paper. The point clouds we used are obtained by Tomo-GENESIS [18]—a TomoSAR software of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) for large urban areas monitoring. It is developed based on the work of [5], [6], [17], [19]–[21]. It delivers, for the first time, a 5-D point cloud—3-D position plus linear deformation rate and amplitude of seasonal motion—from a stack of SAR images. The point density is up to 10^6/km^2, when using TerraSAR-X high-resolution spotlight data. Such density is comparable with some light detection and ranging (LiDAR) product and enables the retrieval of the features of individual building.

B. Fusion Geometry of Cross-Heading InSAR Point Clouds

Cross-heading orbits refer to satellite’s ascending and descending flying trajectories. Due to the side-looking geometry of SAR, minimum of two TomoSAR point clouds from cross-heading orbits are required to achieve a complete monitoring over the whole area. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, point cloud derived from SAR image stacks of ascending or descending orbits provides either the front or the rear side of the same building. Such two point clouds have basically no exact point
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correspondence, which is referred to as the identical geolocation of the sources of two corresponding points (in the two point clouds, respectively). Examples are man-made objects like cylindrical reflector or 3-D corner reflector that could reflect radar signal in all directions. Not difficult to imagine, fusion of such point clouds is as tricky as coregistering two optical images of front and rear side of an opaque object.

These two point clouds are always relative to two different reference points with unknown heights. The uncompensated height of the reference point causes the point cloud to shift along the elevation direction. Therefore, the fusion task is to find the unknown heights of the two reference points. A schematic drawing of fusion in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate is illustrated in Fig. 2 (modified from [1]), where the left and right satellites indicate the ascending and descending master orbits at a fixed east-up plane, respectively. Perpendicular toward the reader’s screen/paper is the north direction. The flying direction of the two satellites is indicated by the cross (fly away from reader) and dot (coming toward reader) on the satellites. They are not parallel to the north direction. The angle between the flying direction and the meridian (north) is the so-called heading angle. \( R^a \) and \( R^b \) are the range distances of the two orbits. The two black dots are the corresponding scatterers assumed to be identical in UTM coordinate system, but shifted in the two point clouds due to the heights \( \Delta z^a \) and \( \Delta z^b \) of their reference points.

where bold letters indicate vectors, and \( s^a \) and \( s^b \) are the unit vectors of the elevation directions of the two scatterers, which depends on the incidence angle \( \theta \), and heading angle \( t \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{s} &= \begin{bmatrix} \cos t \cos \theta \\ -\sin t \cos \theta \\ \sin \theta \end{bmatrix}.
\end{align*}
\]

In another words, three equations can be written for each pair of corresponding points \((\mathbf{P}^a_{xyz}, \mathbf{P}^b_{xyz})\):

\[
\begin{align*}
x^a - x^b + \Delta z^a \cos \theta^a \cot \theta^a - \Delta z^b \cos \theta^b \cot \theta^b &= 0 \\
y^a - y^b - \Delta z^a \sin \theta^a \cot \theta^a + \Delta z^b \sin \theta^b \cot \theta^b &= 0 \\
z^a - z^b + \Delta z^a - \Delta z^b &= 0
\end{align*}
\]
where $\Delta z^a$ and $\Delta z^b$ are the only unknowns. However, the incidence and heading angles $\theta$ and $t$ are direct functions of the point current position. As described in [1], this problem is the so-called Gauß-Helmert model. It needs to be solved iteratively, where $P^{(a,b)}_{xyz}$, $\theta^{(a,b)}$, and $t^{(a,b)}$ are updated at each iteration. The estimation is robust with many pairs of points available.

C. Related Work and Motivation

In computer vision, the 3-D rigid point cloud coregistration methods are very well studied. For a successful coregistration, overlapping of the two point clouds is required, so that one can find common points or features that describe a common location in the point clouds. The basic approach of such task follows the procedures of feature detection, description, and matching, where so do the researches focus. The feature detection and description are usually combined. The most well-known ones are:

1) gradient-based features, e.g., scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [23] and speeded up robust features (SURF) [24];
2) histogram-based features, e.g., histogram of gradients (HoG) [25] and point feature histogram (PFH) [26]; and
3) surface normal-based features, e.g., spin-image [27] and normal-aligned radial feature (NARF) [28].

Here, we just name a few. Many of their variants are also highly used. The matching algorithms, according to the optimization methods used, can be classified as either global or local. As pointed out in [26], the most famous algorithms of the first type are generic and evolutionary algorithms [29], [30]. Not surprisingly, most of the study is the second type, due to the computational complexity of the first type. The most well-known one is the iterative closest point (ICP) [31], [32]. Other highly cited works are mostly variants or improvements in the original ICP. For instance, to find better point correspondence using feature descriptors [26], [33], [34], to find better initial transformation [34], [35], and to use nonlinear optimization methods in ICP [36], [37].

In the remote sensing community, these techniques are employed for coregistration of LiDAR or optical image derived point clouds [38]–[42]. However, no attempt has been made for fusion of PSI or TomoSAR-derived point clouds of urban areas. This is especially true for two point clouds generated from data stacks of cross-heading orbits, due to the lack of exact point correspondence. Another reason prevents the above-mentioned methods from being directly applicable is the relatively worse accuracy of InSAR point clouds compared with LiDAR or optical image-derived ones. An example is made in Fig. 3, which is the comparison of LiDAR and TomoSAR point cloud of the same area in Berlin.

The first attempt of such task is described in [1] using PSI point clouds. It is essentially a 3-D surfaces matching that relays on removing the façade points, where the point correspondence is most unlikely to appear. The point correspondences are found by searching closely space point pairs on surface. Its accuracy is limited, since the exact point correspondence is not addressed. The computational efficiency is compromised when applying to TomoSAR point clouds [43]. Practically, only 10% of the non-façade points are used, since a TomoSAR point cloud is usually much denser then PSIs’.

Therefore, the initiative of the proposed method is to make use of the rich façade information in TomoSAR point clouds in order to derive the theoretically exact point correspondence and to develop a computationally efficient algorithm that can handle large point clouds. Finally, we can obtain a 3-D point cloud associated with the movement information covering an entire city.

As no exact point correspondence can be found among the points of the two point clouds, we will have to look for higher level features. Studies such as [44]–[46] have already suggested that quadrilateral buildings appear as “L-shapes” in SAR images. As a result, the end points of the L-shape, i.e., the building edges where the two point clouds close, can be used as the
Fig. 4. Fusion geometry of the proposed L-shape method. The two building façades are colored in dark gray representing the geocoded point clouds from cross-heading orbits whose LOS directions are indicated by the two arrows. The light gray planes denote the corresponding ground level of the two point clouds. The two pairs red and purple dots are the façade end point position to be estimated.

exact point correspondence. Described in Fig. 4, the L-shape end points are indicated by the two pairs of red and purple dots. The two building façades colored in dark gray represent the point clouds from ascending and descending orbits whose line of sight (LOS) directions are indicated by the two arrows, respectively. The light gray planes denote the corresponding ground levels of the two point clouds.

The coregistration is then broken down to the task of detecting the L-shapes’ end points, estimating their 3-D positions as the descriptor, and finally matching the two reduced point clouds. To achieve this, some robust procedures are designed to extract façade points, estimate the positions of the façade edges, and then find correspondence in the two point clouds.

II. FEATURE-BASED INSAR POINT CLOUD FUSION

The flowchart of the algorithm is plotted in Fig. 5. Starting from the raw TomoSAR point clouds, the outliers are filtered out using neighborhood analysis. The façade points are then extracted using point density estimation. Subsequently, each point cloud can be split into the façade part and the non-façade part. By cross-correlating their non-façade parts, the two point clouds can be coarsely coregistered within an accuracy of several meters, which gives an initial guess of the final shifting vector. To achieve this, some robust procedures are designed to extract façade points, estimate the positions of the façade edges, and then find correspondence in the two point clouds.

A. Point Cloud Filtering

As mentioned in Section I-C, the overall geolocalization quality of a raw TomoSAR point cloud is subject to the high dynamic range of the SAR image pixels’ SNR. The criteria in model order selection for rejecting noncoherent pixels are usually set to be very soft [5], in order to preserve as much information as possible from the expensive data stacks. This leads to some amount of outliers in the resulting raw TomoSAR point clouds. Fig. 6(a) is an example of a raw TomoSAR point cloud of Berlin central station. Outliers appear as single point or small clusters elevated from the main cluster nearby. They usually have less neighboring points and experiencing larger distances to their nearest neighbor.

Therefore, the outlier filtering can be done based on the neighborhood analysis of each point in the raw point cloud. We use the mean distance to \( k \)-nearest neighbors as the single criteria, i.e., for each point, we look for \( k \) points that are closest to it, and calculate the mean distance. Points with mean distance larger than a certain threshold are discarded. For instance, in Fig. 7(a), the mean distances of the points in Fig. 6(a) to their 20 nearest neighbors are plotted as a top view. The mean distance is color coded according to the color bar. Closely clustered points have small distances showing in blue, while outliers show larger distances and are usually displayed in red. Fig. 7(b) is the histogram of the log10 of this mean distance. The histogram shows two major distributions: 1) the left one refers to the main structures, and 2) the right one corresponds to points away from the main structures. The outliers can be removed
Fig. 6. (a) Raw point cloud of Berlin central station and (b) filtered point cloud. Color represents the height.

Fig. 7. (a) Mean distances of the points in Fig. 6(a) to their 20 nearest neighbors and (b) the histogram of the log 10 of this mean distance. The red dashed line indicates the cutoff distance which is 10 m.

by thresholding (indicated by the red dashed line) on the mean distance. As shown in the filtered point cloud in Fig. 6(b), most of the outliers are effectively removed. We found a threshold at 10 m and using 20 nearest neighbors are effective for TomoSAR point cloud derived from TerraSAR-X high-resolution spotlight image stacks.

B. Point Density Estimation Using Directional Window

The point density per square meter is employed for façade point detection. Because of the vertical accumulation of the points on the façade, their point density is usually much higher over other areas. In order to better distinguish the façade points from other, we introduce a point density estimation method using an adaptive directional window, instead a moving box.

The approach is illustrated in Fig. 8. It shows the projection of a point cloud in the horizontal plane, with the color indicating the point density, and the red dot being the target point whose point density is going to be estimated. The estimation follows three steps: 1) points within an area (the green-dashed rectangle) centered at the target point is selected; 2) a straight line segment (the green-dashed line) passing through the target point is fitted using robust algorithm, e.g., RANSAC [47], robust principle component analysis [48], etc.; and 3) only the inliers (within the solid green parallelogram) of the line segment are counted for the point density, instead of counting all the points in the black rectangle.

For comparison, Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the point density result using directional and rectangle window, respectively, for
Fig. 9. Comparison of point density estimated using (a) directional window and (b) rectangle window. The color bar applies for both (a) and (b). For reference, (c) is the optical image of the same area from Google. The area of directional and rectangle windows are identical.

Fig. 10. (a) Binary image of the 2-D footprint of ascending point cloud of Berlin and (b) the 2-D cross correlation coefficient of the footprints of ascending and descending point clouds. The position of the peak value is the estimated coarse shift between the point cloud and the map layer.

Fig. 10(a) is the binary image of the ascending point cloud of Berlin. The descending one will look similar. Their 2-D cross-correlation coefficient is in Fig. 10(b), with brighter pixel being higher correlation. The position of the peak value is the coarse shift amount.

D. Point Cloud Segmentation

Since L-shape is a local feature of each building, the two point clouds are segmented to building blocks. Since the segmentation only needs to distinguish different building blocks, and it is also not the main focus of the algorithm, we make use of the building shape layer [49] from OpenStreetMap for assistance.

The building shape layer is a binary mask of the buildings [see Fig. 11(a)]. It is naturally not aligned with the point clouds footprints due to the shifted position of the point clouds, and sometimes the incorrect geolocation of the map itself. The alignment of the building shape layer with the point clouds 2-D footprint is done automatically using the same 2-D cross correlating technique explained in the previous section. After the
alignment, each building in the mask is labeled by checking their connectivity, yielding Fig. 11(b), where a random color is assigned to each building for better visualization. The unlabelled areas, i.e., the white region in Fig. 11(b), are assigned to their nearest building, giving the final segmentation mask in Fig. 11(c).

**E. L-Shape Detection Using Weighted Hough Transform**

For each point cloud segment, the façade part is selected, and one or zero L-shape is detected from its projection in the *east–north* plane. The detection is achieved by catching two interconnected line segments using weighted Hough transform. The proposed weighted Hough transform sums up the density of the points inside a Hough bin $\Delta \theta$ and $\Delta r$, instead of only counting the number of points, i.e., $H = \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i$, with $H$ being the Hough transform value, $N$ the number of points in the Hough bin, and $d_i$ the point density of each point. This concept is also illustrated in Fig. 12, where the green lines bound the Hough bin, and the size of the points inside the Hough bin denotes their point density. Both $\Delta \theta$ and $\Delta r$ are exaggerated for visualization purpose. Standard Hough transform gives the same value for the two bins, but the proposed weighted Hough transform favors the right bin, since its point density is generally higher.

After the weighted Hough transform, the brightest pixel in the Hough matrix is first extracted. Its corresponding line is the most prominent one in the point cloud segment. It is taken as the first line of the L-shape. The neighborhood value of this pixel is suppressed in order to keep a constraint on the minimum angle of the L-shape. Among the rest, a few pixels with the highest amplitude are selected as the candidates of the second line. The second line shall be the one that connects the first one and forms the longest continuous contour. To determine the length of the two line segments, their intersection points are calculated using their equations, and the two end points are selected by locating the last point (with threshold density) passing by the lines, respectively. Nevertheless, such end points position estimation only gives a preliminary estimation of the length of the line segments. Therefore, it needs to be refined for better accuracy, which is explained in the Section III. The L-shape detection is applied on each segment of the two point clouds.

Global constraints are also put on
1) the minimum line segment length $l_{\text{min}}$, according to the knowledge of minimum façade length;
2) the minimum Hough value $H_{\text{min}}$, which can be calculated as $H_{\text{min}} = \Delta r \cdot l_{\text{min}} \cdot d_{\text{min}}^2$, where $d_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum point density of an identifiable façade in the point cloud; and
3) the opening direction of the L-shape depending on the orbit.

As an example, Fig. 13 shows the detected line segments and the final L-shape of the same point cloud used in Fig. 9. The detected lines are overlaid on the point density. In Fig. 13(a), the longest line segment is fixed as the first line of the L-shape, with the rest being the candidates of the second line segment.
A system model can be written as the point density estimate of the points shown in Fig. 14(b). Its convolution with a rectangle window. For example, Fig. 14(c) shows the product of the absolute value of the slope and the number of inliers for the point density curve in Fig. 14(c). Two prominent peaks can be detected. The positions of the peaks are the direct estimates of the center positions of the left and right sides that are equal to \( a - b \) and \( a + b \). Hence, they are also the estimates of the start and end position of the rectangle function that models the façade.

F. Precise L-Shape End Points Position Estimation

The position of L-shape end point includes its horizontal 2-D coordinates and its height. The height is defined as the position where the façade intersects the ground plane, as depicted already in Fig. 4.

The horizontal coordinates are estimated using a model-based approach. Based on the detected L-shapes, the inlier points of the L-shape are projected to their corresponding line segments, i.e., façade direction. That is to say, we select only the points within a certain perpendicular distance to the L-shape and separate the two arms of the L-shape. One arm of the L-shape with inlier point should look like Fig. 14(a), where the black line is the estimated façade direction from the weighted Hough transform. For each arm of the L-shape, a projection should be obtained. The projection is basically the one-dimensional (1-D) coordinate of the façade points together with the non-façade points in the façade direction. Fig. 14(b) is the projected coordinates of the inlier points in Fig. 14(a). The middle section with much higher density belongs to the façade part. Therefore, its point density can be modeled as a rectangle function plus a constant offset for most of the urban façade.

An estimate of its point density can be obtained by convolving it with a rectangle window. For example, Fig. 14(c) shows the point density estimate of the points shown in Fig. 14(b). Its system model can be written as

\[
f(x) = \int \left(A \text{rect} \left(\frac{x - a}{2b}\right) + c\right) \text{rect} \left(\frac{x - \tau}{2W}\right) d\tau
\]

Equation (5) shows that the left and right sides of the trapezoid can fully characterize the unknown parameters \( A, a, \) and \( b \). Therefore, a moving fitting method is introduced to robustly fix the equation of the two sides. We use a moving window with the same width as the rectangle filter. A straight line is fitted to the points within the window. For any trapezoidal shape, high slopes should be detected at the position of the left and right sides. By detecting the position of the two high slopes, one can determine the position of the two sides. For robustness, the product of the absolute value of the slope and the number of inliers is considered in the detection of the two sides, because the maximum number of inliers should be reached when the window centered at the left or the right side. Fig. 14(d) shows the product of the absolute value of the slope and the number of inliers for the point density curve in Fig. 14(c). Two prominent peaks can be detected. The positions of the peaks are the direct estimates of the center positions of the left and right sides that are equal to \( a - b \) and \( a + b \). Hence, they are also the estimates of the start and end position of the rectangle function that models the façade.

To ensure reliable estimation, two regularizations are performed: 1) the coarse façade length obtained from the weighted Hough transform is used as a prior to regulate the estimation; and 2) the difference in the absolute value of the two slopes is restricted, because they must be both close to \( A \) according to the model.

After obtaining the 2-D horizontal coordinates of the L-shape end point, we look for the neighboring points of the 2-D position in the ground level. The mean value of these points is an estimate of the intersection of the 2-D coordinates with the ground plane. It is taken as the height of the L-shape end point. A plane should be fitted to these points, if the local topography is not removed.

G. End Points Matching and Final Shift Estimation

At this step, a number of L-shape end points are found for both point clouds. Therefore, the fusion of two complete point clouds are reduced to the fusion of two much sparser 3-D point clouds comprised of only the façade end points. For robustness, RANSAC is employed to find the maximum number of matched point pairs, which is also used in [1]. More details can be found in [50]. Briefly speaking, at each iteration of
Fig. 14. (a) The inlier points of one arm of an L-shape, with the black line being the façade direction obtained from the weighted Hough transform, (b) the coordinates of the inlier points projected to the façade direction, (c) the estimate of (b)’s point density using a rectangle window, and (d) the product of the slope and the number of inliers of the fitted line using the points in the moving rectangle window along the point density estimate shown in (c). The two red crosses are the automatically detected façade start and end position at \(-41.38\) and 37.22 m, respectively.

RANSAC, a pair of façade end points are selected from the two sparse point clouds, least square adjustment following (3) are performed, obtaining the solution of two height offsets \(\Delta z^a\) and \(\Delta z^b\). The two sparse point clouds are then shifted along their elevation directions. The number of matched pairs, i.e., pairs of points at close range, is then counted. The final shift is given by the one with the maximum number of matched pairs.

### III. DISCUSSION

#### A. Fusion Accuracy

The final fusion accuracy directly depends on the number of matched pairs \(N_{\text{pairs}}\) of façade end points, and the accuracy \(\sigma_{\text{point}}\) of these end point estimates, i.e., 
\[
\sigma_{\text{final}} = \sqrt{2\sigma_{\text{point}}^2} / \sqrt{N_{\text{pairs}}}
\]
where \(\sqrt{2\sigma_{\text{point}}^2}\) is the accuracy of one pair of façade end points, according to the fusion model.

\(N_{\text{pairs}}\) depends on the quality of the façade end point position estimates which are jointly affected by the accuracy of input TomoSAR point clouds, the segmentation performance, the L-shape extraction accuracy, and the number of quadrilateral buildings in the scene. According to our experience using high-resolution TerraSAR-X data, the number of quadrilateral buildings in the scene plays the most crucial role. Their typical range is a few hundreds for European cities like Berlin. We will exemplify this using real data in Section IV-B.

To analyze accuracy \(\sigma_{\text{point}}\) of the façade end points estimation algorithm explained in Section II-F, we test it using simulated data. It is generated by distributing points long the façade direction, with a constant point density on the façade part, and also a constant, but much lower point density on the non-façade part. The simulated data should look like Fig. 14(b).

Important to note that the elevation accuracy \(\sigma_s\) (projected on façade direction) of the TomoSAR point cloud will affect the spatial distribution of the points. In the extreme case, when the TomoSAR point cloud is noise free, the distribution of the points should be evenly spaced in the façade and non-façade part, respectively.

We set total data length to be 40 m, façade length to be 20 m spanning from 12.00 to 32.00 m. The façade points are simulated five times, with the density being 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25/\(\text{m}^2\), respectively. The point density of non-façade area is always kept at 1/\(\text{m}^2\), and the rectangle filter size to be 5 m. Gaussian noise are then added to these point to simulate the inherent elevation accuracy \(\sigma_s\) from the TomoSAR processing, with \(\sigma_s\) being 1 and 5 m, respectively. Therefore, total 10 Monte Carlo simulations of 10 000 realizations each were performed. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 15, which shows the end point accuracy improves with respect to increasing point density. The end point location accuracy \(\sigma_{\text{point}}\) is below 30 cm in the façade direction for a typical five-story high building, i.e., with façade point density being about 15/\(\text{m}^2\) in the case...
of meter resolution SAR data. The estimation accuracy also improves as the façade point density increases. For a typical urban area, the façade point density ranges from 5 to 25/m², which corresponds to an accuracy of 50–20 cm. The final fusion accuracy will be typically varying from 5 to 30 cm, if we set \( N_{\text{pairs}} \) to be 100.

One should be aware of that the 3-D coordinates of a real TomoSAR point cloud are always discretized, due to the range, azimuth, and elevation sampling of 3-D SAR imaging. Therefore, the discretization in the façade direction also depends on the same facts, but in addition is subject to the heading angle of the satellite and the direction of the façade which is random. Consequently, the discretization along the façade direction is different for each façade. A simulation is performed for a discretization level of 0.5 m using the same aforementioned setting. No significant degradation of estimation accuracy is found.

### B. Parameters Settings

The proposed algorithm involves several parameters setting, including the point cloud filtering, and the weighted Hough transform for L-shape detection. Although these parameters seem to be data dependent, they are actually very much according to the inherent scale of the urban structures, e.g., the street width, number of building floors, minimum building size, etc. They can be reasonably derived with some prior knowledge of the urban structure. In the following, we give the parameter setting for TomoSAR point clouds derived from TerraSAR-X high-resolution spotlight data.

1) **Point cloud filtering**: we found using 20–50 nearest points, and a threshold at 10–20 m are suitable.
2) **2-D cross correlation**: the sampling distance of raster image should be less than half of the typical street width. We use 3 m in our algorithm.
3) **Point density estimation**: linear filter length is 10 m, which is a reasonable value for a shortest façade length, and width is set to be close to data resolution, i.e., 1 m.
4) **L-shape detection**: \( l_{\text{min}} \) is set to 10 m, which is the shortest façade length, and \( d_{\text{min}} \) is set to 2/m², which corresponds to the point density of a one to two-story high building in our TomoSAR point cloud. This leads to \( H_{\text{min}} = 40 (\Delta r = 1 \text{m}) \).
5) **Façade end points position estimation**: the rectangle filter size to be 5 m that corresponds to half of the shortest façade length.

### IV. Application on Real Data

#### A. Dataset

The proposed algorithm was tested on two TomoSAR point clouds generated from an ascending and a descending stack of high resolution TerraSAR-X spotlight data of Berlin. The ascending stack comprised of 79 interferograms and the descending stack has 94. The InSAR stacking and TomoSAR processing were done by the PSI-GENESIS [8], [51] and Tomo-GENESIS [18] systems, the PSI and TomoSAR processing system of Remote Sensing Technology Institute of DLR. Fig. 16 is the optical image from Google Earth, and an incoherent average SAR amplitude of the test area.

#### B. Fusion Result

Each point cloud contains about 20 million points. Around 500 L-shapes are detected from each point cloud, corresponding to 1000 end points. Fig. 17(a) and (b) shows the detected L-shapes and end points of the two point clouds, overlaying on their gray-scale point density images, respectively. The matched L-shapes end points are shown in Fig. 17(c).
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Fig. 17. (a) and (b) shows the detected L-shapes and their end points of the two input point clouds over Berlin and (c) the matched L-shapes and end points. The L-shapes are plotted in green, and the end points are marked as red. They are overlaid on the gray scale point density image.

Fig. 18. Fusion result of ascending and descending point cloud of Berlin. The color indicates height on WGS84 reference surface. The unit of the color bar is meter.

Closed quadrilateral implies both pairs of end points are identified, a single L-shape implies only one pair of end points is identified. In total, 150 pairs of end points are matched, which is sufficient to robustly estimate the two unknowns $\Delta z^a$ and $\Delta z^b$.

This result is compared with the result computed using the method explained in [1]. A difference of 0.51 m in east direction; 0.09 m in north direction, and almost no difference in height is found. A 3-D view of the complete fusion result is shown in Fig. 18. The height of the points is color-coded. The fused point cloud provides a Google-Street-View like visual sensation of the study area with very high level of detail. Such shadow-free TomoSAR point clouds are very useful for dynamic city model reconstruction [52] and scientific visualization [53], [54].

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper introduced a robust method to fuse two TomoSAR point clouds derived from meter-resolution SAR data stacks of cross-heading orbits, i.e., ascending and descending orbits. The fusion is done by finding the L-shaped buildings from the two point cloud, and matching the end points of the two L-shapes belong to the same building.

The proposed algorithm was successfully tested on TomoSAR point clouds obtained from two stacks of high-resolution TerraSAR-X spotlight data. It is also compared with the fusion result using the only existing method [1] for fusing PSI point clouds derived from meter-resolution SAR data stacks of urban areas. Submeter consistency is achieved. Compared with [1], the computational speed has been greatly improved,
due to the reduced point cloud in the final RANSAC matching step. The fusion accuracy is theoretically better, since the matched pairs of points are theoretically the exact correspondence. The simulation shows the estimation accuracy of façade end points ranges from 20 cm to a few meters, depends on the façade point density (i.e., building height) and the quality of the TomoSAR point cloud itself.

The proposed method can be applied to point cloud with point density up to 10 times lower than the TerraSAR-X high resolution data, e.g., stripmap data. In order to extract sufficient number of buildings, instead of setting a threshold on point density only, a soft threshold should be set first, and then use surface normal information of the points to further classify them. This method is explained and successfully applied in [55].

The proposed algorithm requires a point cloud segmentation step, which requires either a sophisticated method or external data source, so the authors employ GIS data for assistance. The final fusion accuracy also depends on the abundance of quadrilateral buildings in the scene. Therefore, to improve the proposed method, the following work is already undergoing: 1) automatic point cloud segmentation and 2) modeling building façades using piecewise line segment instead of using L-shape only.
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